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It's Not Easy Being (Prof.) Green 
Vol. 36 N£ 19 Tho University of Michigan Law School March 16, 1988 
FLP: ALL IN THE FAMILY Students Critique Club 
By Christine Dry lie 
Recent publicity about the lack of 
Michigan students accepting public inter· 
est jobs ignores the fact that many students 
are involved in such work while at the Law 
School. The Family Law Project is one 
example. Founded in 1979, the Project 
provides low cost legal services for women 
who are victims of domestic "iolence. FLP 
members are currently handling over 60 
open cases ranging from divorce and cus-
tody battles to restraining orders for un· 
married women. Over 90 law students 
volunteer their time to act as Student At-
torneys, accepting responsibility for all 
aspects of an individual case. Students are 
supervised by five Case Supervisors and a 
part time attorney. As the only Washtenaw 
County agency providing this kind oflegal 
assistance, FLP has experienced a contin· 
ual increase in demand for its services. 
cording to the case specifics and what stage 
of the filing process the case is in, but most 
students do not find it extreme. 
Students receive guidance and expla-
nations from a Case Supervisor who is also 
assigned to the case. Case Supervisors are 
second and third year students who have 
worked with the Project previously and are 
familiar with the basic types of cases. They 
help new students conduct client inter-
views, fill out the necessary paperwork, and 
file at the Courthouse. They also represent 
clients in court if the Student Attorney is a 
lL and unable to do so. 
By Christine Dry lie 
Rice, paper plates and dirty bathrooms 
received negative comments on the recent 
Lawyers· Club survey conducted by the RG. 
Fifty (out of 300) surveys were returned for a 
16.67% response rate. Of those, 20 respon· 
dents were female and 30 male. Most answers 
came from lLs (36) with 11 2Ls and 2 3Ls 
returned. One survey was completed by an 
LLM student. Of these, only 7 reported living 
in a dormitory environment immediately 
before moving into the Club. A majority listed 
apartments or houses as their previous resi-
dence. Regardless of their differing experi· 
ences, respondents expressed common feel-
ings about the various aspects of Club life. 
Comments were also solicited from Diane 
Nafranowicz, the Lawyers' Club Director. In 
discussing concerns raised by the survey, she 
said, "Many of them are completely legiti-
mate. There are things here we have heard 
before and we try to respond to them." She felt 
that it was important that residents under-
stood that the Club receives no outside finan· 
cial support. All costs are covered by room and 
board payments from the residents and aux-
iliary catering. "95 cents from every dollar 
spent comes from room and board." She finds 
that she must balance increased service re-
quests with a desire to keep room and board 
rates affordable. Capital improvements also 
come from the room and board money. For 
example, $20,000 was spent over the 
semester break to remove asbestos from the 
Club. Any unplanned breakage or mainte-
nance comes out of the yearly budget. Be-
cause of such unscheduled expenses, Nafra-
nowicz finds herself facing, "Constantly shift. 
ing priorities.» 
The first and most obvious question to 
ask survey respondents is "Why did you move 
into the Club?" Convenience and desire to 
meet other people were listed most fre· 
quently. Many students noted that living in 
see RESIDE~'TS page SEVEN 
Interested students are assigned a 
client after screening by Lego.l Services and 
John Alexander, a second year law student. 
Clients are selected based upon inc,>me, 
property, and miscellaneous factors influ. 
encing the difficulty of the case. Typical 
clients seek FLP's assistance to obtain re-
straining orders, child custody orders, and 
divorce orders. Clients arc charged $25 to 
cover initial filing fees and service of proc-
ess. In most cases, costs due to copying and 
attOrney time run well above this fi&rure. 
Students conduct all phases of their indi-
vidual case. Time commitment varies ac-
The legal aspects of the Project are 
supervised by Julia Stronks, a local attor-
ney. Stronks works part· time for the Proj-
ect while she works on her doctorate. She 
wants to teach political science at the Un-
dergraduate level when she completes it. 
The Family Law Project provided part time 
work that would combine legai practice with 
her interest in teaching. She finds working 
with students one of the most rewarding 
parts ofthejoh and is impressed w;th their 
willingness to volunteer their time and 
enerf.ry. After graduating from the Univer-
sity of Iowa, Stronks prosecuted for one year 
and worked in a corporate law firm for two 
years. While at the second firm, she did pro 
bono divorce work to get into court. At 
times, she finds " ... this kind of clients frus-
trating" as they are often unwilling to make 
CIA Resolution Defeated 
By Keri Chenoweth ing senate members voting against it, and no 
abstentions. 
Senate members listened to representa-
tives the NLG, sponsor of the demonstrations 
which led to the cancellation of the CIA inter· 
views. The NLG's comm~nts appear to have 
been effective, given the lack of criticism of the 
see STUDENTS page FOUR 
By a large majori ty, the Law School Stu-
dent Senate voted down a resolution which 
would have condemned LSSS-funded student 
organizations which violated Law School 
policies during CIA interviews in Room 200. 
The resolution was supported only by its 
author Secretary Bill Bock, with the remain- see RESOLUTION page THIRTEEN 
Senate Elections Approach 
By Christine Drylie 
The Law School Student Senate will be holding executive 
officer elections on Wednesday, March 23. A new President 
Vice-President, Secretary, and Treasurer will be selected: 
along with one Boord of Governors representative, two 3L 
reps, and two 2L reps. Unfortunately, the election is not 
attracting as much attention as last Spring's. Three races are 
uncontested and there are no declared candidates for the two 
3L Representative positions. 
Two people are vying for the top position, the LSSS 
President. The candidates are Danielle Carr, current Board 
of Governor's Representative and Brian Gearinger, a 2L 
Representative. The President's duties include presiding 
over meetings of the Senate and Executive Committees, as 
well as serving as the official link between the LSSS and the 
administration. He or she is the spokesperson of the Senate 
on positions officially adopted by the body. The President is an 
e:s offici.Q member of the Lawyers' Club Board of Governors. 
The President can delegate nuthori ty to other members of the 
Senate, and is responsible for implementing Senate policies. 
Two lLs, Ben Ellenbogen and Lisa Freeman, are 
contending for the Vice·Presidency. The Vice-President is in 
charge of the functioning of the LSSS Committees and is 
chairperson of the Committee on Revision of the Bylaws, 
Constitution, and Codes. Working with the Election commit-
tee, the Vice-President is r esponsible for the LSSS elections. 
This person also acts as a liaison between the Senate and the 
various student groups receiving funding. 
lLs Pam Costas, Andrew Horne, and Jennifer Warren 
are competing for two positions as 21 Representatives. 
There are no candidates for 3Lrep positions. 2L and 3L reps 
help formulate the LSSS budget and approve funding alloca· 
tions to events and student groups. Most are also involved 
with special projects or LSSS Committees. 
The positions of Secretary, Treasurer, and Board of Gov-
ernors Representative are uncontested. lL Chris Adams is 
running for Secretary and lL Sanford Perl is the candidate 
for Treasurer. John Moore, lL, is unopposed for the Board of 
Governors position. The Lawyer':/ Club BoardofGovernorsis 
a two year position for a resident of the Lawyers' Club. The 
Board of Governors sets room and board rates for each year 
and allocates an approximately $90,000 reserve budget which 
is used for capital improvements. 
When asked what they would look for in next year's 
Senate members, current LSSS Representatives stressed 
commitment and leadership. Treasurer Ann Larson said, "I 
would look for energetic, self-motivated individuals with lead-
ership and organizational skills." Bill Bock, current LSSS 
Secretary said, "LSSS needs officers who are committed to the 
time it takes to run an efficient LSSS." "Enthusiasm and a 
willingness to work hard" are important to Board of Gover-
nors Representative Danielle Carr. 
Current 2L Representative Brian Gearinger also sees a 
need for class reps to interact more with the Law School 
student body. "The LSSS has a tendency to be a small, self-
contained group, and this gives rise to the possibility that the 




Danielle Carr, 2L 
Brian Gearinger, 2L 
Vice-President: 
Ben Ellenbogen, lL 
Lisa Freeman, lL 
Secretary: 
Chris Adams, lL 
Treasurer: 
Sanford Perl, l L 
Board of Governors: 
John Moore, lL 
Third Year Rep (Two Positions): 
No announced candidates 




Remember to vote on Wednesday, March 23! 
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Wimping Out, Part II 
THIS WEEK, the Law School Student Senate had 
the opportunity to pass a resolution condemning 
the disruption of employer interviews at the Law 
School Like Dean Bollinger, the Senate had the 
chance to send a clear message to those individu· 
als who, with a fervor reserved only for the aco-
lytes of self-righteousness, choose to trumpet 
their rights of free speech by trampling on the 
rights of others. And like Dean Bollinger, the 
Senate blew it. 
There is a place for peaceful protest at the Law 
School. Organizations which oppose the policies 
or precepts of interviewers should be allowed to 
voice their concerns. The Res Gestae has always 
been in favor of the right of protesters to stage 
peaceful demonstrations. And we applaud those 
protesters who, true to their convictions, get 
hauled off to jail when they violate the law. 
There are those who say that the Law School 
is a place where a diversity of opinions should be 
tolerated or even encouraged. We don't dis· 
agree, but would add that the Law School should 
also be a place, above all others, where the in· 
habitants show a healthy regard for the law. We 
believe that the LSSS had a good chance to 
emphasize this point, by adopting a stance op-
posed to Senate-funded groups which partici-
pate in disruptive or illegal protests. 
We are confused by the way in which some 
senators backed down from their previous posi· 
tions when it came time to vote on the resolution. 
One senator in particular, who last week said "I 
have received very many complaints ... every 
complaint has been directed toward not calling 
the police," this week meekly voted against con· 
demning the groups against whom those com-
plaints were aimed. It was a flip-flop worthy of 
U of M Law School grad Richard Gephart him· 
self. 
The Law School has seen groups use civil dis-
obedience as its own justification, as if it were an 
end rather than a means to an end. The smug 
proponents of civil disobedience should not be 
allowed to hide behind a wall of self-serving 
rhetoric when they should confess that the es-
sence of civil disobedience is the open violation 
of the law. The violation of an unjust law is still 
a violation of the law, as Thoreau, Gandhi, and 
King would have admitted. When the LSSS and 
the Law School administration recognize this 
salient fact, they might then be better able to 
grapple with a reoccurence of such protests in 
the future. 
t'tm£ 5rrtot..A1E ON Wt.\Y -mERE ARt ,Sr'b~ C~~\STMAs 
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MSA: Quit Now 
By J ocko Knappmann 
I'm fed uo with MSA and their mindless waste of student 
fee dollars, There's a stupid organization out there some-
where called the Michigan Student Assembly. They're in 
.Michigan, and they Assemble. But they don't deserve to be 
able to name themselves for us students, Stupid would be a 
better way to describe them. 
MSA is our student government on campus. Don't get 
them confused with the law school'sown LSSS, which I can get 
another column outofby talking about some other time. MSA 
has reps from all of the schools here at U-M; Medit.al, LSA. 
Dental, Engineering, Animal Husbandry, you name it. A 
diverse constituency to be sure, So how is it that, out of this 
whole group of people the only person who brings a sense of 
reality into the si tuation is our own rep, 2L Joe Giradot? 
Me and Joe G. disagree on a number of things, ranging 
from Ronnier Ray-Gun to Labor Law stuff to the wisdom of 
wearing the "Wall Street" look to the office. But at least I can 
understand why he would think the way he does, even though 
I think he's usually wrong. Almost everyone on MSA is so far 
leftist that they make Chainnan Mao appear a moderate. 
That's fine if you're a group oflike-minded people working to 
bring about change in the system, but it's a lousy pattern for 
a group purporting to represent students here at Ann Arbor. 
rm not saying that they need a certain proportion of Republi-
cans, but they could use more than one non-communist. 
MSA has become so predictably Red and Utopic that they 
have lost all credibility with anyone connected to the campus, 
from the President on down to the kindergarten children of the· 
janitors. They have alienated almost every single student 
with their far-flung socialism. How they can be so screwed up 
is anybody's guess. Part of the reason is that a lot of reps run 
unopposed and MSA becomes self-selecting for Radical Left. 
Once in, they concern themselves with useless trite or point-
less posturing. For example, MSA has resolved against the 
use of the word "Jap" as an unfair slur directed against J ews. 
Whether it is or not is debatable, but the uselessness of such 
a resolution is not; nobody is gonnn give a flying puck what 
MSA thinks. Soifyou hear anybody use that word, be sure to 
call MSA and they will probably spend their next meeting 
passing a resolution or something condemning the person who 
uttered it. As Joe himself said, next time MSA is gonna go 
after Evil and condemn it. Most of these Stupid Resolution 
kind of votes come out like ?.8-1, the Lone Dissenter being our
own beloved J oe G. I I!Uess someone has to make sense so that
the rest of them can be exposed for the loonias that they really
are. 
MSA is making us look bad. When MSA decides to publisi:
submitted names of professors who are alleged to have held
class on Martin Luther King day while making no effort to
worry about whether the list is complete or accurate, and
therefore infuriates facul ty for no real result, they make all of
us students look bad. When MSA does all their other stupid
things, they make all of us look bad. 
MSAshould resign. All of them. Now. Not wait a couple 
of months for new election~. Quit now, before they do anything
else stupid and useless. We want a real student govemmenc.. 
one who does things for us, who looks out forourown interests. 
We want a student government that will think through issues 
instead of adopting a herd mentality, Somebody, please, stop 
them before they resolve again. 
I wouldn't want the Federalists to take over LSSS, and rd 
say the same about the NLG. Either extreme without some 
attempt at opposition is a lousy way to run a student govern-
ment, or any government. And decide how to spend money 
Your money. The same logic applies to MSA 
NOTICES 
The Michigan Student Assembly elections are on Wednesd.a
March 23. If you are interested in the one law school seato
the MSA, contact the MSA office in the student union as SO
as possible. 
Anyone wishing to purchase a "Tequilafest '88" T-shirt, 
honor of this third annual (and final?) celebration ofSpring
the Law School should contact Craig Sumberg, Scott Sinde
or Mike Cramer no later than 2 pm, Thursday, March 17. 'T
Fest is Friday, March 25. 
The Family Law Project will be hiring a Summer CoordinaW
If interested please contact J ulia Stronks or Christine Dryb
at 753-6591. Summer volunteers are also needed. 
FREE SEMINAR 
1988 BAR CANDIDATES 
START PREPARING NOW 
CRIMINAL LAW Fri. MARCH 25 9:30am -1:00pm 
Sat. MARCH 26 
Detroit & Ann Arbor 1:00pm-4:30pm 
Lansing 9:30am- 1:00 pm 
TORTS Fri. APRIL 8 9:30am - 1:00pm 
Sat. APRIL 9 9:30am - 1:00pm 
Detroit Only 1:00pm-5:00pm 
EVIDENCE Fri. APRIL 15 9:30am-1:00pm 
Sat. APRIL 16 9:30am - 1:00pm 
CONTRACTS/SALES Fri. APRIL 22 9:30am - 1:00pm 
Sat. APRIL 23 J :00 pm -4:30pm 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW Fri. APRIL 29 9:30am - J :00 ~ ~ 
PROPERTY 
. 
••' \• I, {I, . .. I t, '\ .L ~ r • j 'I I J i 
Sat. APRIL 30 9:30am- J :00 pm 
Fri. MAY6 9:30am-1:00pm 
Sat. MAY 7 9:30am - 1:00pm 
Detroit Only 1:00pm-5:00pm 
CLASSES ALSO AVAILABLE BY APPOINTMENT 
PLEASE CALL: 
Detroit Area 
Crossroads Office Centre 
16250 Northland Drive 




1111 Michigan Ave. 
E lansing, M148823 
(517) 332-2539 
Ann Arbor 
203 E. Hoover St. 
Ann Arbor. M148104 
(313) 662-3149 
KAPIAN-SMH 
BAR REVIEW SERVICES 
T he Rea Gestae-March 16, 1988--page four 
C.I.A. Violates Democratic Values 
To t he Editor : 
The Law School's decision to allow the 
Central Intelligence Agency to conduct re-
cruiting interviews on campus predictably 
offended many people in the Washtenaw 
County community. The C.I.A. has a long and 
well-documented history of illegal activity, 
includingplotting the assassination of foreign 
leaders and arranging the overthrow of demo-
cratically elected governments. In addition, 
the C.I.A.'s employment practices have in-
cluded a policy of discriminating on the basis 
of sexual orientation. Many residents of 
Washtenaw County and, indeed, of the coun-
try as a whole, see these policies as fundamen-
tally inconsistent with democratic govern-
ment and offensive to human dignity. 
The Feb. 26 demonstration reflects the 
serious concerns raised by the presence ofthe 
C.I.A. on a state university campus. Demon-
strators asserted, in effect, that given the 
egregiousness of the C.I.A.'s pastandcontinu-
ing violations of human rights, it is inappro· 
priate for The University of Michigan Law 
School to make its facilities available to the 
C.I.A. for ,recruiting without first requiring 
the C.I.A. to justify its policies publicly. As 
they have in previous demonstrations against 
C.I.A. recruiting, demonstrators offered 
C.I.A. recruiters the opportunity to justify 
their presence on campus in a public debate. 
The recruiters declined the invitation, as they 
have declined every invitation to public de-
bate that demonstrators at Michigan, or 
across the country, have issued. 
Whole books have been written about the 
illegal activities conducted by the C.I.A. in the 
name of the United States. A short summary 
of those activities will suffice to illustrate why 
some protesters felt compelled to use civil 
disobedience to express their disapproval of 
the presence of C.I.A. recruiters in Michigan: 
• The C.I.A. participated in the violent 
overthrow of legally elected governments in 
Guatemala (1954) and in Chile (1973). 
• The C.I.A. plotted the assassination of 
at least two foreign leaders, Patrice 
Lumumba of the Congo and Fidel Castro of 
Cuba. 
• More recently, a C.I.A. manual entitled 
"Psychological Operations in Guerrilla War-
fare," intended for use by the contras in Nica-
ragua, provided helpful hints on how to black-
mail citizens and blow up public buildings, 
among other things. A section called "Selec-
tive Use of Violence" informed its readers: "It 
is possible to neutralize carefully selected and 
planned targets, such as court judges, police 
and state security officials, etc." 
In all these instances, the C.I.A. acted 
without the knowledge, let alone the ap-
proval, of the American public. 
These examples only scratch the surface 
of the C.I.A.'s known abuses. Given the 
organization's efforts to create "plausible 
deniability," we can only guess what crimes 
have not come to light. 
In light of the C.I.A.'s history, known and 
unknown, three organizations, including the 
National Lawyers Guild, independently con· 
eluded that a public protest was necessary to 
raise the issue of whether the C.I.A. ought to 
be allowed to use University facilities for 
recruiting purposes. Two of the organizations 
decided to commit civil disobedience in an 
attempt to prevent interviews from occurring. 
Al though the N.L.G. did not decide to partici-
pate in civil disobedience, I know I speak for 
the organization when 1 say we are proud to 
have organized the law student response to 
the C.I.A. presence and to have taken a lead-
ership role in raising the issue of whether the 




National Lawyers Guild 
Students Volunteer for FLP 
continued from page ONE 
decisions about their case. Stronks must also 
keep herself informed about the progress on 
all of the open cases. 
Other aspects of the Project are handled 
by a student Administrator. 3L Tim Th-
ompson, the outgoing Admirristrator, is re-
sponsible for case assignments, student con-
tact and the everyday workings of the orgarri-
zation. The Project has a large budget and 
receives money from the Law School, LSSS, a 
Legal Services grant, alumni ::.nd community 
donations. Accounting and fundraising make 
up a large part of the Administrator position. 
Several volunteer administrative staff posi-
tions are being created for the 1988-89 year to 
aid with these duties and streamline the 
Project. 
Students involved with the Project find it 
a valuable way to gain experience outside of 
the classroom. They are able to work within 
the Court system and find that it adds a 
meaning that may be lacking in casebooks. 
Stronks feels that work with the Project helps 
fill a gap left by most Law School work: "As 
interesting as Law School is, unless you're 
involved in a clinical program, you just don't 
get real experience." She adds, "Working with 
the Family Law Project lets you get contact 
with clients and see a case through from start 
to finish. Itputsstudentsin touch with a class 
of people who really need their help." J odi 
Wong, an undergraduate intern with the 
Project, found that she, • .. .learned about how 
the legal system works. It is a behind the 
scenes look at the work that has to be done for 
a case." Wong, a sophomore Psychology/ 
Women's Studies major, works at the Project 
six hours a week through the Psychology 
Department's Outreach Program. She sees 
the Project as valuable to law students, "'t 
seems it would give people an extra edge when 
they become lawyers." 
Benefits of the Project r each well beyond 
the experience gained by individual students. 
After pointing out that our legal system was 
designed to provide access to everyone, 
Stronks said, "A huge segment of society suf-
fers from injustice and never gets access to the 
justice system." She added, "These women 
have no one to represent them." Wong also 
finds that the Project provides a needed serv-
ice in the community. She was surprised at 
the number of women who need help and how 
appreciative the clients are. 
Several cases are currently available and 
students interested in working with the Proj-
ect as Student Attorneys or Administrative 
Staff should contact the FLP office at 763-
6591. . . ' .. : .. ., ' " ... I~ I • , .. "" , • 
Bollinger Responded Appropriately to Protest 
To the Editor: 
I never thought that the first letter I 
wrote to The Res Gestae would be in defense 
of someone in authority, let alone the dean of 
the Law School. But I found the criticisms of 
Dean Lee Bollinger by the RG (Editorial, 
March 9) and J erome Pinn (Letter, March 9) 
'to be so ignorant, so unfair, so wrong, that I 
was compelled to take up my pen. 
I will begin by saying simply that I cannot 
imagine a better way of handling the anti-
Central Intelligence Agency protest on Feb. 
26 than the one the dean followed. From a 
purely pragmatic point of view, he kept to a 
minimum the effects of what could have been 
a very embarrassing and upsetting incident 
for. the Law School. Although he disappointed 
those who would have enjoyed a show of force 
that would have taught the "hooligans" a 
lesson, the protest will be much more quickly 
forgotten because the dean met it with mild-
ness rather than violence. In that regard, the 
dean's response was the last thing that the 
more disruptive protesters wanted. And I 
suspect that the C.I.A. will return for a less-
publicized visit - much of their recruiting is 
probably done discreetly in any case - and 
thus everyone will be accommodated. 
It seems clear that if the police had been 
called in, there would have been violence. I 
think i t unlikely that blood would have been 
shed, but any violence at all would have been 
more than I am comfortable with at my school. 
I find it commendable that the dean was 
reluctant to take a path that risked injuring 
people even if they were acting wrongly. The 
dean is not paid to fight brawls; his job is to 
keep them from starting. 
From the point of view of principle, the 
dean's conduct exemplified everything that 
law, and the Law School, should be. Law, at 
its best, relies on persuasion and on the ex-
change ofinformation and argument. It relies 
on force only as a last resort, usually at the 
60's Party 
This Friday the Social Committee will be 
holding a 1960's party from eight until mid-
night. For those who are unsure about atti re, 
rest assured thateither earlyor late 60's dress 
is appropriate. Unlike the tropics party, 
admission will be free, and unlike the tropics 
party the music will mostly be sixties stuff 
(with some recent music added for variety). 
In addition, the social committee has 
planned the Law Revue for Saturday, April 
23, at 8:00pm. The Law review is basically a 
student talent show, and although helpful, 
talent is not required to participate. Acts in 
the past have generally poked fun a t law 
school life, but acts which include professors 
are especially encouraging. All students are 
urged to participate, and every act will be 
included, unless there are too many for the 
amount of time allotted for the show. Sign-up 
posters will be available about two weeks in 
advance of the show. There will be a small 
admission fee , and students are encouraged 
to bring their own booze (BTOB) since none 
will be served. 
Other events planned for this semester 
include a faculty wine and cheese get-to-
gether,onThursday,March 31. And, the final 
party of the year will be held in the quad the 
last day of classes. Also, the committee will 
hold its spring clothing sale sometime in 
April. 
end of a paradeofhearings, papers and delays 
that inevitably frustrates those who want 
faster action. Law is characterized by a pre-
occupation with process, sometimes to tl:~ 
disadvantage of results; this is its virtue ~ 
much as its vice. 
Bollinger was confronted with belliger -
ence and rudeness; he responded with cour-
tesy and restraint. The protesters chantei 
mindless slogans; he offered reasoned discus-
sion and, from all reports, a sincere interest in 
the substantive concerns that motivated the
protest, which were serious ones, even ifthei:
expression was improper. There isalesson i:
"humility and manners" in this, for the dem
onstrators, the dean's critics and all of us. 
Pinn suggests that the dean failed to
adequately protect someone's "rights.• I tin:
it hard to see it this way. The C.I.A. has no
right to recruit in Room 200, although it may
be that the school has an obligation to b;
constituencies - the faculty, the studen:s
and the people of Michigan -to select fair!y
among those who request the privilege 0
recruiting here. ltmaybethattheLawSchool
has a duty to its students to facilitate evecy-
interview with equal diHgence, regardless r1
the organization that conducts it. But it has
no obligation to provide these interviews at ail
costs, despite any obstacles. The dean decidei
correctly that violence did not belong in the
Placement Office. We don't call the poli~
every time someone cuts in line at the movies,
or turns up the music in the apartment u~
stairs, much as we might like to. Restraint of
the impulse to respond violently is a hallmark
of civilized living. Recognition that the appro-
priate response to rudeness rarely includes
violence and that not every interference wi± 
the exercise of perceived "rights" justifies thE
costs of strict law enforcement is surely a
hallmark of maturity. 
see BOLLINGER page FIVE 
Missing Keg 
It seems a few Jaw school party animal:
got a little carried away at last FebruSJ')""s 
Tropics Party. As the party was going on, <. 
few eager students managed to drag a k~
down to the basement of the lawyer's cluh 
Even though there were several hundred
students present, they managed togetitintc 
the men's bathroom, set it up in the "indow
sill to keep it icy cold, and attempted to tap i: 
Despite the unexplained disappearance 
of the security guard hired for the occasio::. 
social committee members tracked down the 
missing canister and its tap. '!bey the: 
broughtitback upstairs where it was speed. ... 
consumed. 
Social committee co-chair Linda Sasak 
told the RG that several summer startersl!t 
suspected to have been involved in the sud;: 
escapade. 
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Someone Stole My Lunch 
To the Editor: 
When I opened the refrigerator by the lockers in the 
basement of Hutchins Hall last Tuesday, I discovered, much 
to my chagrin, that my lunch had been taken by someone else 
for the second time in three weeks. Being a well-trained law 
student, I began, after my brief fit of anger subsided, to 
logically analyze the possible reasons for the occurrence and 
recurrence of this annoying phenomenon. I came up with the 
following: 
1) The taker did not see my initials printed in thick black 
magic marker on my brown bag. 
2) The taker mistook my initials for his or her own . 
3) The taker, like myself, has a craving for cheddar cheese 
goldfish which he or she spotted in my lunch, and figured the 
rest of the food would be just as good. 
4) The taker received nothing but dings during interview 
season and is now taking other people's lunches in order to 
save the money which he or she will not be earning this 
summer. 
5) The taker had had his or her lunch taken and figured , 
"Oh well. It's a dog-eat-dog world," and swiped mine in return. 
6~ The ta~er just didn't feel like making lunch this 
mormng or bu}'lng lunch at noon, so he or she just took mine 
thinking thatonemeasly little lunch wouldn't be missed much 
anyhow. 
To the taker I must say: If the reason was No. 1, then you 
have extre~ely severe perception problems; if No.2, then you 
are, for al l mtents and purposes, illiterate, yet clever enough 
tomasterfullybribeyourwayintothislawschool;ifNo.3, then 
you've got excellent taste, but quit peeking into other people's 
lunches, and buy your own goldfish, pal; if No.4, with morals 
like yours, it is not surprising that no one hired you; if No.5, 
theny~u are the one who should have purchased an overpriced 
sandWich from the Bar, not me; and if No.6, then you are an 
out-and-out thief, and I hope the jell yon my sandwich was bad 
and made you ill. 
Oh, what woebegone days are these when brown-bag 
lunches are swiped from the community refrigerator at 
Michigan Law School, of all places! I end with this one small 
request: If you didn' t make it, then darn it, don't take it! 
DavidBaum 
Bollinger Response Deserves Praise 
continue d from page FOUR 
Behind the hecklingofGregory Hill and the bangingoffile 
cabinets were important concerns, and Bollinger very prop-
erly paid attention to them. If the school excluded from 
interviewing every employer whose hiring decisions are af-
fected by an applicant's gender, race or sexual orientation 
Room 200 would be a quiet and uncrowded place in the fall: 
But the protesters were asking for much less: They argued 
that the least we can do is to refrain from donating the use of 
our facilities to organizations that continue to discriminate 
openly and officially on the basis of factors irrelevant to job 
performance. Given that the Law School professes to oppose 
unfair discrimination, they said, it should not lend even tacit 
support to such organizations. 
If the end ofla w is justice, then the Ln w School too must 
work t?ward that end. What the dernonstmtors propose- the 
exclus10n ofthe C.I.A. - is well within the boundsofthe kinds 
of decisions our institution has the responsibility to make. It 
appears that they did not try the "proper channels" before re-
sorting to physical obstruction, and for that reason at least 
h 
I I 
t ey took the wrong approach. 
The demonstrators' second objection to the school playing 
host to the C.I.A. was that it has engaged in conduct which, 
among other things, violates international law. This line of 
argument cannot be ignored. No doubt much of the C.I.A.'s 
work is necessary in the hostile world we live in. Nevertheless 
it has a lo~g and all-too-well documented record of disrupting 
democratic governments and encouraging brutally repressive 
regimes. When Pinn complains that someone was denied the 
right to an in-person rather than a telephone interview, I can't 
summon up much sympathy. I think of the C.I.A.'s role in 
helping overthrow Chile's elected government in 1973; I think 
of the thousands of innocent people who have suffered under 
the oppression ofthe government of General Pinochet; I think 
of the students among them who suffered imprisonment 
agonizing torture and death at the hands of the regime which 
the C.I.A. helped bring to power. And I think of the phrase 
•spoiled brat," as didPinn, butin a ratherdifferentconnection. 
It may be that the C.I.A. is reformed. Perhaps it is now 
subject to the rule of law. But we hear little to reassure us of 
this. If the school were to review the available evidence it 
might well conclude that much of what the C.I.A. does is 
~nconsistent with the rule oflaw, if not actively destructive of 
~t. To encourage recruitment by such an organization may be 
Jn~onsistent with the mission of the Law School if, as I have 
scud, one end of the Jaw is justice. 
Bollinger pointed 01Jt to the Law School Student Senate 
that excluding the C.I.A. for this reason threatens the "politi-
cal neutrality of the university." That may be. But whether 
our insti tution can or should be poli tically neutral is the kind 
of question we should ask ourselves. We have the same 
responsibility, as professionals, and as human beings, to 
reflect on the school's moral status as well. 
Pinn reminds us of Hitler's rise to power, and the violent 
tactics of his followers, which the Weimar Republic could not 
control. I, too, am reminded of that history, but what comes to 
mind is not the brownshirts and Weimar, but those who 
resisted, and those who collaborated with, the Third Reich. 
Students, faculty and administrators at German universities 
for instance, had to decide when the demands ofthe party and 
the reich went too far; when compliance became complicity 
with evil. Of course our situation is not so extreme. But the 
conduct of the C.I.A. in the third world raises moral questions 
which we cannot avoid. What does it mean to allow or to 
prohibit, the C.I.A. from visiting here? To what extent ~hould 
the school condone the agency's conduct, or misronduct? What 
constitutes condoning, and what condemnation? Does it make 
any difference what the school does? What kind or degree of 
difference counts? Although the ultimate decision may to 
some extent be dictated by political reali ties. that does not 
relieve us of the burden of asking these kinds of questions, fo 
they go to the heart of what the enterprise of law, and the 
insti tution of the Law School, are about. 
David Downes 
David B r omfield 
Martha Brown 
Michelle Brya n 
Kevin Kennedy 
Melissa Maxma n 
Rotisserie Not New to 
Law School 
To the Editor: 
I enjoyed the article "Rotisserie League Lets Law Stu-
dents Pretend To Own Their Very Own Sports Franchise" in 
your Feb. 17 issue. It shou1d be noted, however, that Rotisse-
rie League Baseball is not new to the Jaw school. The Branch 
Rickey League was founded by six Jaw students in 1985 as a 
Strat-0-Matic baseball league. The league is named after the 
only member of the Baseball Hall of Fame to graduate from 
Michigan Law School. (Another Hall of Farner, Lawrence 
MacPhail, attended the Law School, but did not graduate.) 
The Branch Rickey League affiliated itselfwith the Rotis-
serie League Baseball Association last year and was the first 
Rotisserie League at the law school. Our founding commis-
sioner was the legendary Martin Harris, and league members 
include Jaw-school grads Dave Abrams, Larry Buonomo, 
Howard Cam erik, Mary and Troy Gordon, Brian Rich, Bruce 
Rothstein and J ohn Susany, as well as 3L George Fishman. 
The Branch Rickey League will bold its fourth annual draft on 
April 9 at the law school. 
But the members of the Branch ·Rickey League cannot 
claim to be the first Rotisserians in Ann Arbor. Several 
members of the original Rotisserie League played a rough 
form of the game when they were professors and students at 
the University of Michigan in the 1970's. 
Ron Albert 
Comm issioner 
The Branch Rickey League 
Give to S.F.F. 
To the Editor: 
I thought about entitling this Jetter "Why I Hassle Inno-
cent Passersby in Front of Room 100," but I wasn't sure if the 
Student Funded Fellowships Board would appreciate such an 
admission on my part. At any r ate, 1 am writing today in 
response to a number of comments and questions I have 
received over the past two years. I am not going to rehash the 
old issue of whether S.F.F . is a liberal (communist?) organiza-
tion funding the bleeding hearts of the law school, because I 
think this is a beaten issue and S.F.F.'s records peaks for itself 
(r es ipsa and all that). My main concern is, consequently, 
those students who basically want to donate money but are not 
sure S.F.F. is the best place to put their charitable donations. 
The objection is expressed something like: "Why 
!'houldn't 1 just give my donation to the A.C.L.U. (or, as the 
case may be, the Heritage Foundation) since that's a more 
direct means of supporting the 'pubHc interest."' To be sure, 
~ am not going to argue that anyone shouldn't give money to 
whatever worthy causes they so desire. But I do believe very 
deeply that S.F.F. is a valid and important organization in 
fostering an aware and socially responsible student body. If 
your goal in giving money is to support a particular political 
agenda thenS.F.F.isnotthebestplacetoputyourmoney. But 
if you believe that all lawyers - large firm and public interest, 
liberal and conservative, Democrat and Republican-have an 
ethical obligation to work for the improvement of the equality 
and justice doled out by our system, then I do not understand 
how you can fail to pledge some amount of money to S.F .F . (I 
am assuming, in a few cases unfairly I suppose, that we can all 
afford to give $50 or$100 of our first year or summer earnings). 
S.F .F. attempts to fund all appiicants who can convince 
the board of the merits of a particular public-interest law 
position. Students awarded these fellowships forego the 
prestige and money of a private sector summer position in 
order to explore the alternative experiences available in 
places where the bottom line is not the almighty dollar. S.F .F. 
does not assert, and I think this is important, that all of the 
people it funds will or should take positions after law school in 
the public sector. Some of its recipients will undoubtedly end 
up in well-paying jobs in private practice. Many more, how-
ever, will likely spend at least part of a long career in positions 
which in some way serve the public and the public interest. 
Regardless of where they end up, however, S.F.F. recipients 
will have an increased appreciation for, and identification 
with, those organizations and government agencies whose 
attorneys seek to achieve some personal vision of the public 
good. 
I would also like to address a related issue to the above, 
that being the skeptic's argument that S.F.F. recipients are 
predominantly first-year students who are unable to get a law 
firmjob. The primary response to this is of course that it is just 
plain inaccurate, since second-year students are funded at 
least as frequently as first years. The secondary response is 
that, regardless of the reason for one spending a summer 
working in the publicsector(and please note thatmostofthese 
people could make a lot more money waiting tables on Cape 
Cod or working in the family business), the real-life experi-
ences of hands-on legal representation of those whose rights 
might otherwise go unprotected cannot help but have long 
lasting effects. 
The final point I would like to make is that this law school, 
whose growing reputation nationwide is that of an excellent 
place to become a corporate lawyer, is very much in need of any 
and all programs that will increase thevisibilityofalternative 
career choices. S.F.F. is a small but relatively painless step in 
this direction (externships are another, ask me about them 
sometime). S.F.F. is also perhaps the only way many of us 
have as students here to influence this alarming trend. I'm 
skeptical enough about people in general to doubt whether 
this short piece will actually persuade anyone who wouldn't 
othenvise have pledged of their own volition. But if nothing 
else, I hope i t will explain to those offended by my "coercive" 
conduct why I do it, as w~ll as why I can'tseem to feel bad about 
it. 
Craig Sum berg 
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Residents Criticize Rice, Paper Plates, and Dirty Carpets 
continued from page ONE 
the Club was easier than looking for an apartment, especially 
if they were not from the Ann Arbor area. Cost of the Club as 
compared with city rents was also an important factor. Food 
and proximity to classes were important to several people. 
One student summed up his desire to live in the Club as, "To 
be where the action is: 
Survey answers were ranked on a scale of 1 to 5: 1 being 
excellent and 5 being poor . 3 was neutral. 
Food Service: 
Overall, food service received a 3.3 rating, the lowest 
overall of the survey. The highest rating within the category, 
a 1.9, was given to the food service staff. One survey said, "I 
would like to compliment the food service people. While there 
has been some pretty terrible food, the staff is friendly and 
seems to ben dover backwards to help you: Nafranowicz looks 
for these qualities in all of the Lawyers' Club staff. "People 
who are courteous, responsive, and respectful of the stresses 
ofLawSchool are very important." Lower ratings went to food 
quality (3.7), entree selection (3.6), and cafeteria hours (3.5). 
Food quality drew the most student comments, most 
simply saying that it was bad or could be improved. Vege-
tables are "old and decrepit" according to one student and 
often uncooked in another's opinion. While many noted that 
the salad bar was the best part of the meal, others criticized 
the freshness . Surveys noted that the lettuce was often brown 
and that the entire bar was allowed to sit uncovered prior to 
the meal. Nafranowicz responded to this by explaining that 
the salad bar is set up approximately an hour before the meal. 
The bar itselfis chilled to a temperature similar to a refrigera-
tor and the food is covered with Saran Wrap. It is uncovered 
15 minutes before the start of the meal so that food service 
employees may eat. In addition, the Lawyers'Ciubeliminated 
all use of sulfiting agents, preservatives with controversial 
health effects, from their food about a year and a half ago. 
Food blandness was also noted, "Spices-justa dash makes for 
infi nite variety and interest." One student hoped furmore 
concern over the little thin!{~. "f~esh ~bread and rolls J.W~. 
so di.sai)pc!nting to (inally·hnve hamburgers, only to break a 
tooth on the bun; yqu can't make a sandwich because the bread 
tastes like dust);" wei! mixlld pop; properly fini shed 
preparation ... How much m~re effort can this take?" 
Student input on entree selection was more concrete than 
in the food quali ty area. Students expressed a need for more 
vegetarian entrees, more food with lower cholesterol levels 
broiled fish or chicken), and more simple meals like sand-
wiches. "Stop experimenting on us with new recipes." "At 
least offer a basic entree when other items are more extrava-
gant." Undesired food items include rice, mushrooms, veal, 
and leftovers. "Don't serve something one night and the next 
night pour some type of sauce on it and give it a different 
name." Some residents feel that special food needs are not 
being adequately met. "Let's have fish on Catholic days of 
abstinence." "Food service selections are not geared to 
accommodating my choices (I am vegetarian)." Nafranowicz 
admitted, "It is absolutely true that we cannot accommodate 
every special food need", but noted that the food service tries 
to provide enough diversi ty so that students can construct 
meals that meet their individual needs. Overall, she cau-
tJoned, "For every one student who comes into my office 
requesting more brown rice, one comes in requesting more 
orange pop." Much of it is a matter of personal taste: "Some 
things aren't objectively measurable." 
Commenting on cafeteria hours, one survey response 
was, "You're either starved or stuffed. You eat within a four 
hour period twice but then you don't for 20 hours." Many 
students noted that breakfast, or at least coffee and cereal, 
should be available. One student said, "The hours are terrible, 
need to expand. When serving, possibly limit selection after 
a certai n time but still keep open." Lunch especially is seen as 
too short when many students have classes during all or part 
of the serving hours. According to Nafranowicz, lunch sched-
uling is a byproduct of employing unionized employees. The 
current schedule allows for one eight hour shift. Extending 
the hours would necessitate the hiring of another shift, at 
great cost to the Club. 
Steak night received a 2.9 and was generally seen as 
"overrated". "Better than the usual L.C. food, but not great 
steaks." "Steaks usually tough, often re-frozen ." One student 
felt that the money spent on steaks could better be used to 
improve the overall food quality. "Steak night is the worst 
night of the week- I'd rather have a cheaper dish like pasta 
that they can make well than their wholesale steaks that are 
painful to chew." Nafranowicz noted that a building survey 
two years a go had dramatically different results. "People 
liked steak night .• She also said that steak night was not 
much more expensive than a r egular meal. When you consider 
r aw food costs and labor, "There is only a few cents difference 
between two pork chops and one steak ." 
Another 2.9 was given for efficiency, with the noon lunch 
rush being the major complaint. Several classes get out at 
12:00 and many students face a twenty to thi rty minute wait 
to get into the cafeteria. "The lines are so long they discourage 
me from going there." Nafranowicz said that she worked with 
the Law School scheduling office to prevent this type of 
situation, but could only make recommendations. "There is 
r eally nothing I can do." Cold food is also a problem, "It's 
ridiculous that students walk through the food line and 
directly to the microwave to heat up their cold food." 
Foodquantityandcleanlinessboth received good ratings, 
at 2.4 and 2.5 respectively. Some students noted a difference 
in food quantity at the beginning and end of meals. One 
requested, "consistent service and selection regardless of 
whether one eats at 5 pm or 6:15 pm: Under cleanliness, 
surveys mentioned the reoccurring paper silverware and 
plates. Nafranowicz explained that the Lawyersl Club, as well 
as most other dorms across campus, has been unable to attract 
student employees. The yearly budget for student employees 
in the kitchen was $73,000. As of March 1, only 20,000 had 
been spent. Fewer, but more expensive, union employees 
must be hired. As a result, there is often no one available to 
run the dish washing machine. 
Maintenance/Housekeeping 
Consistently higher ratings were given in this area, with 
the overall rank a 2.3. The highest, a 2.0, went to the 
friendliness and efficiency of the staff. Responsivene$5 to 
problems received a 2.1. "Housekeeping often hard to contact 
.\.vhen there's a problem." "It's a] most impossible to get enough 
supplies for bathroom from housekeeping staff." Although 
. most students find FIXJT efficient and helpful, they feel that 
housekeeping staff should be able to correct minor problems. 
"Light bulbs can be out for several days and not replaced until 
a resident reports the bulb being out. Why even bother to teiJ 
a maintenance person that something is leaki ng. The common 
response is call it in." Another student suggested, "Ability to 
report maintenance requests at the desk or in the club some-
where. Why do we have to go thru FIXITto get a hall lightbulb 
changed?" Nafranowicz noted that FIXIT was created as an 
improvement over an old system where complaints were 
reported at the desk. FIXITallows for clustering of complaints 
by topic or section and allows quicker response from mainte-
nnnce. "Al most instantly the complaint is in the hands of 
someone who can do something." 
The lowest rating, a 2.6, went to cleanliness of sections. 
"It is amazing that a cigarette butt or a clump of dirt can stay 
in the same place for a week, when the floors are supposedly 
swept." Bathrooms received the most criticism. "I think that 
the bathrooms are being given the once over as opposed to a 
more thorough cleaning." "Clean the section bathrooms better 
and more often." "The urinals and toilets are never cleaned 
around the rims. At the end oflast term, the showers were so 
sticky your feet stuck to the floor. Maintenance once fixed a 
shower , but in the process tracked large quantities of mud into 
the bathroom. It stayed for a week." 
Cleanliness of Club areas received a 2.2. General com-
ments included sweeping halls and stairways more often and 
more prompt clean up after LSSS parties. 
Administration 
Overall, the Administration was given a 2.7. Staff friend-
liness received a 2.3 while problem resolution and availability 
each received a 2. 7. Responsiveness to problems, ranked 2.6, 
received the most student input. "The Administration greets 
all inquiries about services with the reaction that why are you 
bothering me .. .I have heard ofincidence where a person asked 
for a problem be corrected and nothing was done until they 
asked who the administration's supervisor was." One ex-
ample cited was the lack of heat in P section that prevented 
r esidents from studying or sleeping in their rooms. Another 
concern was a need for new beds in one section. "We were 
supposed to get new beds months ago and instead all we get is 
the run-around and empty promises. • One student suggested 
that the Administration pay closer attention to room inven-
tory fonns turned in at the start of the year. "Is the Jist I filled 
out at the start of the year used for anything besides holding 
me accountable for breakage? I noted that my lights don't 
work , my sink doesn't work, my heat hardly works at all, and 
no one seems to have shown any interest." Nafranowicz 
replied that billing was the only purpose for the forms, but 
realized that she would have to make this more clear near 
year . 
Accommodations 
Accommodations received a 2.3 overall, but slightly lower 
ratings on each individual question. A 2.9 was given for choice 
of housing options, with many students noting that rooms 
were too small for the number of people assigned. "Eliminate 
triple-these rooms aren't meant for 3 people." "In several 
cases, small doubles are directly across from larger singles." 
Room furnishings, given a 3.0, are viewed as 'original 
1924 equipment' and 'beaten up'. "The Club could be improved 
by installing new furniture in the rooms. I t gets rather boring 
taking slivers out of your arm from the desk chair." One 
student explained her selection of a 5 for this category, said, 
"Filthy and old. Run down. Looks like someone was murdered 
on our carpet." Room windows were criticized, "There are 
windows where the whole window can flex in and out over an 
hal finch displacement, not what I call a real air tight 'vindow. 
Maybe if the drafts created by the leaking windows were fixed, 
the heating system could handle the heating load." 
Room cleanliness upon arrival was given a 2.8. "There is 
no way my room was cleaned before I moved in-should at 
least mop the floors." Another student noted, "Window 
screens were awful." One student, arriving in August to find 
that a window had been left open and pigeons had been in his 
room, cleaned it himself. "I discovered some interesting things 
though, in~luding a half inch of dust on the window sills and 
the remnants of a bird's nest on a hanging light." Dirty 
carpets also were mentioned here, "The carpets in the rooms 
could use a thorough shampoo." 
Bathrooms received a 2.8 and section halls a 2.9, one 
student noting that the halls echo and she was often unable to 
sleep due to noise. 
Other services 
Mail delivery was given a 2.9. Suggestions included 
forwarding mail over long breaks (Christmas) and sorting it 
during all breaks. Magazines should be put in the mailboxes, 
not left for residents to sort through. "Magazines are not put 
in box so often I do not receive what is sent to me." Nafra-
nowicz said that with the exception of semester break, maga-
zines were always put into mailboxes. She noted that each 
resident receives an average of eight pieces of mail a day and 
over a 20 day break, it piles up. 
A 2.9 was also received by the laundry room. A common 
request was for more machines. "More washers and dryers-
the dryers that are here don't vent moist air and therefore 
don't dry clothes." "Laundry service is too expensive" accord-
ing to another comment. One student noted, "The most widely 
appreciated single new convenience would be to install a 
dollar bill changer in the laundry or game room." After noting 
that the desk was open for change until 10:00 pm, Nafra-
nowicz promised to look into this need. 
The Games and TV Rooms in the basement received a 3.0. 
One student said, "The Lawyers' Club basement is dark and 
grungy. It needs a few thousand dollars put into it, especially 
the big room with the video games. Ideally, there would be two 
TV lounges down there." Other suggestions included a small 
weight room and more game machines. Nafranowicz suggests 
that students who have not been in the TV Room recently go 
look at it. $5000 worth of new furniture and $2000 worth of 
new carpeting was installed over semester break. About the 
large Games Room, she said," A rec room is a rec room. I don't 
know what you can do with a big empty room with video 
games." 
Storage received a 2.9 with 80% of the responses a 3 and 
no comments made. 
Security 
The overall ranking was a 2.5. One student noted that 
women should not be on the first floor of a section. Another felt 
that the should be more visible security on weekends. Bath-
room locks received the lowest score, a 2.8, with many people 




BAR REVIEW COURSE 
1 INTENSIVE QUESTT0N REVIEW: Over eighteen hours of in-class 
question an~iysi:, l;y expP,rienced law school professors is an 
integral part of every S\lH cu:d Kaplan-SMH Bar Review course 
at no extra cost 
2 NARRATIVE TEXTS: The law you need to know for your bar exam is 
explained for you-not outlined-in our comprehensive texts. 
3 UNPARALLELED CONVENIENCE: Preparation for the bar exams of nine-
teen jurisdictions is available at over 100 Stanley H. Kaplan 
Educational Centers nationwide (except in New England, D.C., 






















If you plan to practice in any of these jurisdictions, your first step should 
be to contact your campus rep or your local Stanley Kaplan Educational Center. 
STANllYH. 
KAPIAN-SMH 
BAR REVIEW SERVICES 
(800) 223·1782 (800)343·9188 
See your Campus Rep, or call: 
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COURSE the Bar Exam Professionals 
TAKE THE MICHIGAN NORD BAR REVIEW 
COURSE FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS: 
1. OUTSTANDI NG EXPERIENCE: 33 years of personal experience in Michigan; 15 
years Multistate nationally. 
2. PROFESSIONALISM: Our only business . 
3. WE KNOW WHAT MAKES THE BAR EXAM TICK: What's on it, and how to get 
points on it. 
4. COURSE MATERIALS: The best, - good enough for even our Correspondence 
s t udents to pass Bar Exams nationally. 
5. OPTIONS: Live Lectures , Videotape Lectures, Individual Audiotape Cas-
sette Lectures, Home Study Course, - all with gradlng of your written 
Multistate and Essay Assignments. 
6. COURSE GUA RANTEE: A f r ee repeat course if you fail after having com-
pleted our Writing Assignments. 
7. RESULTS: 
July 1987 Statewide average - 68% (16% for repeaters ) 
Nord Guarantee students (first-timers and repeaters) - 89% 
GIVE YOURSELF YOUR BEST CHANCE, -
TAKE NORD. 
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BAR REVIEW SERVICES 
Off Your Michigan 
Bar Review Course 
Put our 24 years of Bar Review 
Experience to the Test 
SEE YOUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE, OR CALL: 
Ann Arbor East Lansing Dttroil Am Grand Rapids 
203 E. HOO\"(r $1. II II Michigan Ave. 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48104-3704 E. l ansing, Ml48823-4019 
Crowoad~ Offil:e Cen1rc 2627 East lkltline S.E. 
16250 Nonhland Dri\C Grand Rapid.\, Ml49506-5937 
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IOn Salt Lake City 
15 point s 
Name 
First round games worth 1 point each. 
• 
Second round games worth 2 points each . 
Third round games worth 4 points each. 
Quarterfinals worth 7 points each. 
Semilinals worth 10 points each. 
National Championship worth 15 points. 
Affix y_our name and phone number on the entry form printed on this page, along with your choices for the winner of each game. There is no f
to enter. One entry per person. You must submit your entry into the box opposite the pendaflexes or to the RG office (Room 700B Legal Researc
by 12:00 Noon, Thursday, March 17 (that's tomorrow, folks). The winner will be person who amasses the greatest number of points, with ties decid
in favor of the person who picks the most number of games correctly. This contest is open to law students, faculty, and staff, as well as staff of t
Res Gestae, their spouses and families, but they almost never win anything anyway. . 
The Res Gestae will print weekly updates of the contest, all the way through to the National Championship game. The winner of the contest ,,
receive a $30 gift certificate to one of our favorite restaurants, while the runner-up will receive a $15 gift certificate, also to a restaurant of our choi
Void where prohibited by law. ,· 
NLG Speaks; Resolution Fails 
con tinued from page ONE 
protestors' behavior. 
NLG representative Kristen Vanden 
Burg expressed her concern over the proposal. 
She told the group that first, passing the 
proposal would in effect be sending a message 
that "civil disobedience is inappropriate." She 
added, "They'd also have to find Rosa Parks 
moving to the front of the bus inappropriate 
because it broke the law". Second, Vanden 
Burg said that support of this resolution 
would be a political move, reflecting support 
for organizations like the CIA, and "if this 
body decides to take a stand on a substantive 
issue ... it might be wise to sponsor a public 
forum on the issue." 
Bock responded that "it seems to me both 
groups [students who wanted to interview 
and protestors) could've been accommodated. 
I don't think to make a protest viable you need 
break the law or make it violent ... At least 
some small measure of responsibility should 
flow back to those students whose rights were 
violated." 
In a related matter, lL Suzanne Shende, 
representing a partisan committee made of 
representatives of the NLG, UMACLU, 
WLSA, and LGLS invited the LSSS to join in 
drafting a letter which would be presented to 
the law school. The letter would be in favor of 
a general policy regarding organizations 
which discriminate on the basis of sexual 
orientation. According to Shende, such a 
policy was adopted by the Admissions Office 
as a result of 1981 efforts of the LGLS. This 
policy is not official law school policy, and the 
"basement group" letter would be to call for an 
overall policy, which would affect interviews 
as well as other law school activities. The 
LSSS decided to wait to support the letter, 
pending the election of a new senate. 
In other LSSS business, two proposals 
were a dded to the LSSS election ballots. The 
first proposal concerns student opinion on 
"fall flyback week" and r aising the student 
activity fee from $10 to $15 in order to in-
crease fu nding for student groups. Both pro-
posals are merely to test student opinion, not 
to enact any formal measures. 
LSSS ANNOUNCES SALE OF STUDENT 
DIRECTORIES 
The LSSS announced the completion of 
the much-awaited Law School Student Direc-
tory at the Senate meetingofMonday, March 
14. The Directory contains the names, schools 
and home addresses of all law students and 
will be made available for the costof$1.00 per 
directory. Directory sales will continue this 
week between 10 a.m. and noon this week 
outside room 100, Hutchins Hall. 
The Res Gestae--March 16, 1988--paJe th irteen 
RG Surveys Students 
con t inued from page SEVEN 
noting that they are not used. One survey 
responded, "The security combinations for 
the bathrooms are a joke. Everyone knows 
the code so they really are ineffective." Sec-
tion door locks were rated 2. 7 with complaints 
about a need for greater consistency of Jock 
up. "Night manager only seems to lock up 60-
70% of the time, and even when he does, 
residents quickly unlock them." Nafranowicz 
found this comment, "One person's assess-
ment---<:ompletely inaccurate. He (the Night 
Manager) does lock up religiously every night, 
sometimes twice, to counter people unlocking 
doors." Lighting received a 2.6. Some resi-
dents requested quicker replacement of 
burned out bulbs in halls and around the 
Club. Nafranowicz noted that, "People are 
their own best security." and that, "All these 
(safety precautions) can be easily bypassed by 
one person for all thirty people in the section. 
There's nothing I can do." She said that, 
"nothing can couner one person who is casual 
about security." 
Overall 
The Club received a 2.9 overall. One 
survey said, "It's more image than actual 
services and benefits." An opposing viewpoint 
was presented by one student, "Given the 
range of living accommodations available on 
American college campuses, the Lawyers 
Club ranks well above the average .... Most of 
the complaints one hears about the Club are 
picayune in the extreme, reflecting a lack of 
awareness of how difficult it is to manage 
anything involving human beings and their 
eccentricities, or worse, a snobbish, disdain-
ful attitude that the residents, because of 
their inherent superiority· to service person-
nel and evident destiny as members of the 
professional aristocracy, deserve their every 
small whim instantly gratified with a smile 
and a genuflection." 
Many students who plan on leaving the 
Club next year listed the ability to cook their 
own food and a desire for more privacy as the 
main reasons they are leaving. Students who 
are staying are staying for the same' reasons 
they moved in: convenience, friendship, and 
proximity to classes. One concern felt by both 
was the enclosed feelings one gets living in the 
Law Quad, "The environment is too enclosed. 
You never really leave the law related envi-
ronment." "'n the Club it seems as if one lives 
in a fishbowl: everyone seems to know what 
one is doing." The intensityofthe law related 
atmosphere was also criticized. "Compulsive 
law students very difficult to live, sleep, eat, 
shower, breathe with ... " Several students 
noted that the admission of other graduate 
students into the Club might lessen the sense 
of claustrophobia. "Make the Lawyers' Club 
open to other grad students. It will go a long 
way towards reducing tension." 
New Breed of Olympics for Law Students? 
continued from page SIXTEEN 
"Oh, that must be the fallout from the 
Hurling event now taking place up on -one. 
Pretty shabby logistics, but I guess you do 
what you can with these little $9 mil com-
plexes. Let's be glad the javelin's a summer 
event." 
"O.K., Lee. We're moving up to sub-two 
now for the Biathlon." 
"A sport combining composure and manic 
fury, Sue." 
"Let's watch as it unfolds." 
(Competitors poised at bar-stool desks, 
intently focussing on open texts. Several loud 
booms as snowballs crash and splatter on big 
windows. At once the athletes rise and walk 
casually up to sub-one and over to the stair-
way leading out, never glancing up nor ex-
pressing chagrin. Some cleverly walk back-
wards. Upon reaching stairs and no longer 
visible to the nuisance from above, they begin 
the second leg, the crazed dash upward. The 
first up bursts open the door to the outside, 
and tears for the perpetrator. Not caught of 
course. The crowd hoots and jeers. Never 
mind-first three to shout obscenities in open 
air qualify for the finals. ) 
"You gotta love that event, Sue." 
"Still, the times were a little disappoint-
ing. But you never see the best times in 
qualifying heats, Lee. The winner clearly 
pulled up at the end." 
"You're absolutely right, Sue. I think she 
could've had that guy's face in dog shit, at 
least judging by her recent practice perform-
ances." 
"Well, while we're up here let's go to the 
Reading Room for the Pairs Figure Study." 
"An event with a long tradition, but just 
as arcane as it's ever been, Sue." 
"To say the least." 
(Wide angle on ten or twenty tables, each 
with a studying couple. Hands held off and on, 
tittery exchanges, the occasional caution-to-
the-wind smooch. Boy did I find what I was 
looking for in law school, say the eyes; how 
great a percentageofthis page can I highlight, 
say the hands. Judges pass each table, hold 
up score cards.) 
"Ohh, man. Rancid." 
"But quite difficult, Sue, especially con-
sidering most fine pairs studiers reach their 
peak in the early teens. What we're seeing 
here are extremely enduring and talented 
athletes." 
"You bet, Lee. Let's on down to sub-two." 
"Well, Sue, the, next event's an old favor-
ite of mine, even though it's actually as young 
as the men's rooms in this very arena. You sit 
this one out, O.K., hon?" 
(hushed)"Here I am amid the blue-tile of 
the, uh, private office for the Pee Jump." 
(The next competitor makes his way 
through a tightly packed gallery of onlookers. 
Approaches urinal, suspended down below 
some eight inches above the ground. Let's it 
fly. Dead on target, some splatter. Leaves 
encouraged by echoing shouts and whistles. 
Distance/neatness quotient among the finest 
of the day.) 
(still hushed)" And in case you noted the 
nearly vertical stream, that's something that 
typically influences the judging, though not 
technically considered in the score. Now back 
out to center arena" 
"Wash your hands, Lee?" 
"Didn't have to. Well, for the next event 
we travel out to the auxiliary facilities of this 
Olympic quad, Sue." 
"That's right, Lee, the Slalom competi-
tion can only be held on the walkway between 
Hutchins and the Law Club." 
"It's just about 12 noon. The fi rs tracer to 
negotiate the course will be bursting from the 
gate at any second." 
(View of Hutchins double doors as they 
fly open, followed by a stream of athletes 
moving at various paces. The quickest thread 
in and out of the others, brushing the shoul-
ders of the slow movers in an effort to follow 
the fall line of the course as tightly as possible. 
The winner breaks into the second building 
ebulliently, and gets served.) 
"Not a bad showing, Lee, especially with 
the icy conditions and, of course, the deep ruts 
which had developed during the week." 
"That's right, Sue, and you'll note, as has 
often been the case in this event, the younger, 
hungrier athletes seemed to prevail over their 
more seasoned rivals. Go figure." 
"O.K., Lee, as you can see we're back here 
on sub-two for an event unparalleled in its 
daring-~o." 
"That's right, Sue, the Reshelve competi-
tion attracts some of the most gutsy, not to say 
reckless, athletes you'll ever see." 
(Competitor takes fed reporter off shelf, 
strolls up and down aisle while scanning case. 
Eyes "Do not reshelve-place unchecked 
books on rack" sign. Closes book silently, 
furtively glances to left, to right, through 
cracks in shelf. Arm darts up, reporter back 
where it'd been. Walks away clean. Polite 
applause. A moment later a second athlete 
runs into same aisle from a differentone,jams 
several books on top shelf with extreme preju-
dice, takes off through the rear. Crowd goes 
wild.) 
"I guess there's no telling how perfect 
these maneuvers can be executed until some-
body comes along with an even more impres-
sive performance!" 
"That's true, Lee, and it really casts doubt 
on a long-established system of scoring. But 
for me, and for probably many of our viewers, 
the truly amazing thing is that someone 
would ever try this kind of stunt in the fir!C't 
place!" 
"You know, Sue, the athletes all say that 
the first reshelve of each season is just as 
harrowing as the first of their career.• 
"O.K., Lee, back down to sub-3 for the 
final event of today's live telecast, the 
Lounge." 
"Here we are in the green and purple 
chamber where some of the world's finest 
slackers can be seen training daily. At this 
time the athletes are stretching out in prepa· 
ration for the event." 
"You know, Lee, the casual observer 
might suspect not much talent is required for 
this event, or perhaps that the daily regimen 
of the average loungist is less-than-olympic in 
rigor. But that's far from the truth, isn't it?" 
"Yessir. I think so." 
(A handful of competitors repose in ap-
parent unconsciousness, each in his or her 
own unique competing position. Official sta-
tioned in corner opens book and turns pages 
loudly. Several athletes open eyes, and are 
eliminated. Another official strolls in talking, 
as if in conversation. One athlete flinches and 
shifts position, another snorts. Both are 
ushered out, leaving champion. Official 
smacks him on the head. He wipes off chin, 
rushes over and hugs family.) 
"A shining victory, Sue." 
"So it was. Well, Lee, that's the extent of 
our coverage for today, but before we sign off 
let's remind our viewers of the events we'll be 
televising tomorrow.• 
"Yes, tomorrow we bring to you Team 
Hooky, featuring a challenge to the favored 
3rd-year squad by a brash group ofunderclas-
scrs. And later on we'll have Speed Grading, 
an event whose skilled grace is all but un-
heard of in the local citizenry, but exciting 
nonetheless." 
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ANYONE CAN CLAIM THEIR COURSE 
INCREASES YOUR CHANCES OF 
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A Special Kind of Olympics at MLS 
By Bob Mullen 
Tlu author insists this piece was submit· 
ted during a time of topical rekuence and 
wouldn't even read it now if he were you. 
"Welcome to the magnificent subterra-
nean library of Michigan Law School and to 
the 1988 Winter Olympic Games! Hi, I'm your 
host, Lee Bollinger, and joining me today will 
be Sue Ecklund!" 
sively. Next Joe Midwest, per. in plaid shirt 
pocket, wide belt, couple of texts under the 
ann. Raises fist, makes #1 sign. Then some-
one like you. Then young jap. Argues briefly 
with guard, moves on. Procession endless. 
Enough, enough.) 
formed, wai ting to have a go at The Wall.
referee s ignals to the fi rst, who breat
deeply and breaks for his target, taking t
maximum five steps before hitting the cem
slant, scampering and clawing a respecta
height before sliding back down. A measu
mentis made. The next one in line goes for
and so on.) 
"Hi." "From our helicopter overhead you can 
almost see the frozen winds whip across the 
barren campus, stirring up eddies of white 
powder atop gargantuan snowdrifts. As we 
view the skyline of this lonely universi ty 
town, one can't help but imagine the wintry 
western ghost towns of child fantasy, or some 
proud norse stronghold abandoned by the 
ages. But as the camera zooms in on the 
gothic arena of stone we spot numerous book-
laden figures scurrying about, some entering 
its confines with dreams of glory, many anx-
ious just to observe the quest of the few. The 
time has come. The winter olympiad is upon 
us." 
"Together we'll bring to you the thrill and "Just look at the gleam in the eyes of 
"Just look at the gleam in the eyes of these 
competitors, Sue! You gotta think that for 
now they're just happy to be here." 
"Well, Lee, we've seen some fine shO
ings today, but the record is still far out
sight for this group." 
"True, Sue, but it wouldn't be fair not
mention the favorable conditions un<
which that standard was set. Lower hangi
vines, to be speci fic-as I recall, the reco
holder had yanked out three root cluste
before he reached his apex." 
color, the joy and heartbreak of thls athletic 
spectacle. Let's start with a look a t the open-
ing ceremonies!" 
these competi tors, Sue!" You gotta think that 
for now they're just happy to be here!" 
"That's right, Lee, and remember, among 
all this bloodthirsty talent not a one h as been 
paid professionally. But don't let that fool 
you~ach has devoted a lifetime ofhard work 
to this fleeting shot at glory!" 
"Truly Beamonesque, Lee. And as y
can see, the plants are closely cropped h
today. Furthennore, it seems to be raini
pens, notebooks, and down jackets on 
competitors." 
(Break. Silence. The strains of a lone 
trumpet are heard as if from afar: the Olympic 
Theme. Torch perched high in the raging 
wind. Cut to the m1kes.) 
(Down the green stairs they march, one 
after another, the competitors, clad in charac-
teristic outfits, each pausing briefly to show 
I.D. to cop. First the preppy dude, Bean boots, 
horn rims, briefcase. Flashes winning smile. 
Close behind the urbane chick, peasant dress, 
sweater, looseleaf materials. Looks up pas-
"O.K. Sue, let's go straight to the action! 
Down to sub-three for the alpine events!" 
(Cut to sub-three. A line of athl e tes h as 
see NEW BREED page THffiTEEN
Spring Sports Hit Law S chool 
By Tom Simon 
In the heart of Ypsilanti's swanky neon district lies Bel-
Air Lanes, where 92law students gathered Thursday night for 
a bowling tournament sponsored by the law student division 
of the American Bar Association and the sports committee of 
the LSSS. One-L Tony Ettore of Tallahassee, Fla. bowled the 
high score of253 and earned himself a bowling shirt with the 
name "Jim" embroidered on it. Ettore combined with Joe 
Kellmeyer, Dave Reichert, and Mark Pieroni to produce the 
high team score of777. Tami Detloff bowled a female high of 
135. The low individual score of 44 was turned in by Tracy 
Lessen, and the team of Martha James, Pam Long, John 
Moore and Karl Weber copped "Bowler's Excuse" bowling 
towels for their team low of241. 
The award for the best bowling duds went to the team of 
Katy Myrkonich, Judy McNamara, Grace Shin and Laurie 
Engdohl who displayed impeccable fashion sense \vithout 
sacrificing comfort in their matching lime green polyester 
shirts. Sandi Miller, Mark DePasquale, Jane Siggelkow and 
J eff Feikens, who called themselves "Alley Cats," garnered 
accolades for their most original bowlin g duds which consisted 
of personalized red jerseys with a gold cat motif on the back. 
Perhaps the night's biggest winners, however, were Lois 
Law in the Raw 
Deepthroat's revenge 
Over the years, some readers of the Washington Post have 
complained that its news articles sometimes play fast and 
loose with the facts. And, in a court argument involving 
overtime pay for Post reporters, the Post's own lawyers 
seemed to agree. They told U.S. District Judge Gerhard 
Gesell that Post reporters perfonn work that is mainly 
"original and creative", and thus do not qualify for overtime 
pay under federal law. And J udge Gesell agreed, saying, "If 
you read the front page of the Washington Post, you're not 
getting facts. You're being told what these different byliners 
believe from these mysterious people that they never tell you 
about." The judge's opinion added that the reporters "pro-
duce original and creative writing" that is both "individual 
and interpretative." 
Legal Times, February 15, 1988 
Wagman and the appropriately-namedJ .D. Sinnoch wh" won the fall. Latin Quarter, on the other hand, has changed 
the door prizes of ABA me~bershi p. name to Arbor Blues and has been forced to replace several k
In other sports news, the LSSS-sponsored volleyball playE\rs due to injury, academic commitments and lack ofle
tournament saw The Return of the Tortfeasors From Hell run handed gloves, ~ : 
away with the championship. The team, which consis ted ot' With the recent spring-like weather, the Law Quad h
Jon Beighle, Dave Breuch, Moira Dages, Scott Freeman, AI played host to ma ny sporting events. One of the more int
Marr and Linda S:tsaki, defeated arch-rival Intentional Tort- esting was the running race between One-Ls Jon F:ngland
feasors, Fernando's Hideaway, and Rob's Reject.« in rout.e to a nd Mike Flanagan to determine the least athletic person
the winner's bracket title. The Rejects Wt:t't _,bJc tc rP.hound their sec.tion. Amidst a crowd of a ,dozen or so spectato
and beat the U.S. Olympic Team in the loser's btacket finals' .... Flanagan held tough for the first thirty yards but Englan
(typical of this country's Olympic efforts as oflate). · · · · .s~ed by him 9:nd won the race ~y several strides. ~r
Law School hoopsters continued to fare well in intramu- Vlctory, Englander commented, I guess [Flanagan] IS the.
ral ccmpetition. The Black Law Students PJliance team won man on the totem pole." 
the Graduate/Faculty/Staff"A Division" Tournament, while . . ':l'he LSSS-sponsored racquetball and squash tolll'!l
The Fellas won the "B Division." BLSA featured Kevin ments are still in the early stages, but already two of the M
Kendall, Denvood Haynes, Lloyd Sandy, Terry Darden, Mike four participant~ in women's squash have been.dete~
McMurray, Eric YeagPr, Jeff Mann and Hylton Cooke. Tracy Irenna Garapetian secured her spot by knocking o~ ~
Daw, Tim Elliott, Ron DeWaard, Bill Ha!le, Chief Olson, Jim Srejovic, and, in the Battle of the Gails, it was Gail Hamso
Rowader and Mark J oy made up The Fellas. Gail Bent. 
Two Michigan Law teams are preparing for the National The n umerous Cornell alumni at the Law Schoo! 
Law School Softball Tournament to be held at the University planning asocial gathering for the Big Red's first round I\ C.
ofVirginia on the weekend of March 26. The Danglers expect match-up against Arizona. Ifinterestedin supporting Corn
to field the same line-up which won the LSSS tournament in on their way to the Final Four, contact a local Cornell grar
By Colin Zick, Eric Luoma and Joe Kellmeyer
Fowl play 
A fan of the Los Angeles Kings hockey franchise was arrested 
after he tossed a live chicken, dressed in the team's colors, onto 
the ice. The bird hit the ice during the final seconds of the first 
period of a game against the Montreal Canadiens. 
Craig Rodenfels, 30, ofEI Segundo, California, was booked for 
investigation of malicious mischief and cruelty to animals 
(that was for putting the Kings' uniform on anything against 
its will). 
The Kings eventually lost the game in overtime, 7-6, and are 
now next to last in their division. 
New York Times, March 7, 1988 
Where there's sinoke . . . 
A New York judge recently enjoined a chain-smoking woman. 
from smoking in her own house. It seems the woman and her 
Iranian-born husband (who she describes as an "Ayatollah"), 
have been married since 1976, but are now seeking 
divorce. While the divorce is pending, both parties are stff
residi~g together. To commemorate th~ir last d~ys as m~
and Wife, the woman has taken to cham-smoking, admi:-
tedly "to drive her husband crazy". 
WWJ Radio, Februar:v 24, 1988
Reas~ns to go on living . .. 
Local law in Londonderry, Nova Scotia makes it illegal for
a farmer to be seen in public riding an ugly horse. 
Detroit Free Press, January 18, 1988
In the Unikd Kingdom, it is illegal to name your chil
"Princess" without the written permission of the Queen. 
CBS Radio, March 6 1988
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